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Salon Owners! Do you often find yourself running around 

wearing different hats? You’re cleaning the bathroom, changing 

lightbulbs, answering the phone, folding towels, cleaning up the 

backroom, the list goes on and on. I want you to sit back and ask 

yourself. Are doing any of these things growing my business and 

my team? It’s so easy to lose focus and get caught up in the 

everyday of running a business, however you can’t lose site of the 

goal. You are the leader of your business. If you’re worried about 

the little things that your team can help take care of who is running 

and growing the business? Believe me, I have been in your shoes 

and I know exactly what being in a salon 9 hours a day looks like 

and how easy it is to be distracted. However, I was able to operate 

my salon business between 17-23% profit for years.  

 

HOW? You ask?  

 

 I only invested my time into the things that grew my business, 
I did not allow any drama in my salon, I was a numbers hawk. I 
ran my numbers at least 3 times a day, I had the right team in 
place. Now hear me out. It wasn’t always this way. It took me a few 
years to get to this point. I made many mistakes the first 3 years of 
my business.  

But, after that, I became laser focused on the big picture. And 
that is what I want you!  

 I’m here to shift your focus. I am going to share the top 5 
areas I want you to focus on day in a and day out! These are big 
picture areas that will help you build a sustainable brand and 
business!  

 

You ready? Let’s do this. 
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Your brand is most often a missed part of opening and growing a 

hair salon. In most cases a stylist is doing very well behind the chair, 

so naturally you decide to take the next step. Open a salon of your 

own. Which is super exciting! However, currently giving a great 

haircut is not enough to sustain a successful business. Your brand is 

that sets you apart from your competition. It’s the salon energy and 

vibe, and it’s your promise to your clients. Your brand is also part of 

you why! What is your why? I would take a few weeks to sit down and 

think of the following: 

• What is your promise is to your clients? 

• What do you want people to say about you when you are 

not in the room? 

• Branding is more than a color scheme and a logo. It’s how 

you and your team treat your clients. What does that look 

like for you? 

• Who is your perfect client? How old are they? Where do 

they live? What do they do for a living?  

• What is your mission statement?  

FOCUS #1: BRANDING 

 

Sit down and think about who you are! 

“INSPIRING OTHER PEOPLE  

IS MY JAM” 

 

~Nina Tulio 
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To have the right team in place, you will need:  

• Brand in line first 

• Mission Statement 

• Vision Statement 

• Salon Culture 

Once you have that in place you will then be able to attract the 

stylists that are representative of your brand. Your team is most 

important because they are the link between you and your clients. 

The way you treat your stylist and your team is they turn around your 

clients. So, it is very important that you have team members that suite 

your brand, understand who you are, and how they are portraying 

you. Your team is the heartbeat of your business. Be sure to take the 

time to coach them monthly and have pow wows with them weekly. 

My biggest tip. Hire slow and fire quick! Take your time to find the 

RIGHT stylists.  Have 3 interviews including a working interview. 

Lastly, be sure they fit in with your team and your salon culture.  

FOCUS #2: Your Team 

 

“CUSTOMERS WILL  

NEVER LOVE A COMPANY  

UNTIL THE EMPLOYEES LOVE IT FIRST.” 

 

~Simon Sinek 
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This is probably one of the most missed steps for salon owners. I 

recommend always putting a full day at least or it could be two full 

days of training aside. I am talking (2) 8-hour days of training aside 

for your new receptionist or your new stylist. This can vary depending 

on the level of stylists that are coming to work with you, go over the 

handbook. You go through expectations, you go through protocol, 

run through how to answer the phone, go through how you take 

appointments and how you greet our clients. It is important for you to 

walk them around and show them where everything is so that way 

they don’t have any questions about what is expected of them, what 

the rules and regulations are, and you are spending that one on one 

time with them personally.  

I know it is really hard because you are working behind the chair, I 

did too. However, we have to designate that time so they know 

exactly what is expected of them so there is no confusion. Also, 

making them feel very welcomed. The training is probably one of the 

most crucial steps in terms of hiring a team, so you don’t want to sell 

yourself short or them short in this area. 

FOCUS #3: Training 

 

 

“WE ARE NOT A TEAM BECAUSE WE  

WORK TOGETHER, WE ARE A TEAM  

BECAUSE WE RESPECT, TRUST AND CARE  

FOR EACH OTHER.” 

 

@ValaAlshar 
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Leadership, I believe, is the foundation of your business. Your stylist 

and your team members are craving leadership. They want to feel 

inspired, motivated, and impowered on a regular basis.  

It is more than just telling them what they should do, giving them their 

expectations and talking about goals and numbers you want them to 

hit. It’s sitting down working with them and coming up with a plan of 

actions on how you are going to work together to get them there.  

Also, part of being a great leader is spending time coaching your 

team. Having one on one coaching sessions with them once a 

month, 15 min powwows once a week. This is so important again to 

build the relationship and the loyalty between you and your stylist, so 

they won’t leave you. Remember. team members must like who they 

are working with.  

People must always buy into the leader first, before they ever buy into 

your vision of your business. It is very important to lead them, guide 

them, and encourage them along the way.  

 

FOCUS #4: Leadership 

 

 

“THE LEADERS WHO GET THE MOST  

OUT OF THEIR PEOPLE ARE THE LEADERS  

WHO CARE MOST ABOUT THEIR PEOPLE.” 

 

~SIMON SINEK 
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Are you keeping track of your numbers? Do you know what is 

coming in and going out? Not to worry. If you answered NO, 

you’re not alone.  

I can’t tell you how many salon owners do not know what they are 

spending every single month and have no idea what they are 

bringing in in revenue. I know, I know. You’re thinking. I’m here to 

do hair and provide an excellent salon experience. YES. That is one 

part of it. However, the other part is to make sure you are aware of 

your budgeting and expenses.  

1. Run a utilization report for your business each month. This will 

allow you to see exactly what your projected income for the next 

month will be based on the appointments you have.  

2. Calculate your expenses. Every month. For the most part you will 

have fixed expenses. Rent, or mortgage, internet bill, etc. But 

you will also have expenses that fluctuate. Your supplies being 

one of them. The number one area salon owners over spend is 

in salon supplies. Are you over spending?  

3.  Budget. Do you know the % you should be following each 

month so you don’t over spend? Rent should be at 8% of your 

total revenue and never more than 10%. Credit card processing 

should never be more than 3-4%. The list goes on and on. We 

talk about this in detail in my salon owners school of business. 

THIS alone, will help you work toward a 20% profit. I would love 

for everybody to operate off a 20% profit, typically in this 

industry salon owners are running on a 7-10% profit, most are 

running on a 5% profit. Do you want to work toward a 20% 

profit? I know I want you to and I know you can do it! 

FOCUS #5: Budgeting and Expenses 
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Hey Guys! I’m Nina Tulio! 
 
     I help salon owners and stylists 
take their salon business or their 
business behind the chair to the 
next level of success.  
 
     As a former salon owner and 
stylist, I understand more than 
anyone what it takes to grow a 
successful salon business. My goal 
is to inspire, empower, and support 
you to live a financially free life, 
doing exactly what it is that you 
love. I have many options for us to 
work together! Let’s do this! 

NINA TULIO 

• Customized One on One Coaching 
• Monthly Membership Programs for Salon Owners & Stylists 

• In-Salon Workshops 
 

     To learn more about my monthly membership program, coaching, or in 
salon education, please visit www1NAgency.com. Thank you so much for 
allowing me the opportunity to help you build your salon business with my 
top 5 tips! Have a beautiful day!   

xoxo, Nina 
 
 

Learn more  and connect with me:  
@nina2leo—Instagram 

@1NAGENCY—Facebook 

http://www.1nagency.com

